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Nitric oxide (NO) modulates synaptic transmission, and its level is elevated during epileptic activity in animal models of epilepsy.
However, the role of NO for development and maintenance of epileptic activity is controversial. We studied this aspect in rat organotypic
hippocampal slice cultures and acute hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from wild-type and neuronal NO synthase (nNOS) knock-out
mice combining electrophysiological and fluorescence imaging techniques. Slice cultures contained nNOS-positive neurons and an
elaborated network of nNOS-positive fibers. Lowering of extracellular Mg 2� concentration led to development of epileptiform activity
and increased NO formation as revealed by NO-selective probes, 4-amino-5-methylamino-2�,7�-difluorofluorescein and 1,2-
diaminoanthraquinone sulfate. NO deprivation by NOS inhibitors and NO scavengers caused depression of both EPSCs and IPSCs and
prevented initiation of seizure-like events (SLEs) in 75% of slice cultures and 100% of hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices. This effect
was independent of the guanylyl cyclase/cGMP pathway. Suppression of SLE initiation in acute slices from mice was achieved by both the
broad-spectrum NOS inhibitor N-methyl-L-arginine acetate and the nNOS-selective inhibitor 7-nitroindazole, whereas inhibition of
inducible NOS by aminoguanidine was ineffective, suggesting that nNOS activity was crucial for SLE initiation. Additional evidence was
obtained from knock-out animals because SLEs developed in a significantly lower percentage of slices from nNOS�/� mice and showed
different characteristics, such as prolongation of onset latency and higher variability of SLE intervals. We conclude that enhancement of
synaptic transmission by NO under epileptic conditions represents a positive feedback mechanism for the initiation of seizure-like
events.

Introduction
Since its first recognition as a signaling molecule in the CNS
(Garthwaite et al., 1988; Bredt and Snyder, 1989), the free radical
nitric oxide (NO) has been shown to be involved in synaptic
transmission and plasticity (Prast and Philippu, 2001; Bon and
Garthwaite, 2003), regulation of blood flow, mitochondrial res-
piration (Iadecola et al., 1995; Brown, 2001), and inflammatory
processes (Good et al., 1996; Calabrese et al., 2000).

NO formation is also increased during epileptic seizures as a
result of Ca 2�-dependent activation of endothelial (eNOS) and
neuronal (nNOS) NO synthases, as shown for kainic acid- and
pentylene tetrazole-induced seizures in vivo (Mülsch et al., 1994;

Kaneko et al., 2002; Gupta and Dettbarn, 2003; Kato et al., 2005),
and in the low-Mg 2� model of epilepsy in vitro (Schuchmann et
al., 2002). However, whether the increase of NO formation con-
tributes to development and/or maintenance of epileptic activity
is not yet fully understood. Contradictory results have been ob-
tained in vivo, in which manipulation of the tissue NO level was
either proepileptic or antiepileptic, depending on the experimen-
tal model of epilepsy (Kirkby et al., 1996; Wojtal et al., 2003).
eNOS and likely nNOS are involved in seizure-associated changes
in blood flow (de Vasconcelos et al., 2005), thereby increasing
oxygen and glucose levels in areas with enhanced neuronal activ-
ity. Thus, any manipulation of the nitrergic system will also affect
energy metabolism and consequently epileptic activity. To deter-
mine the direct effects of NO on seizure initiation, we chose an in
vitro model of epilepsy, in which NO-dependent changes in tissue
oxygenation were absent. Because previous controversial results
might be ascribed to regional and interspecies differences in NO
formation (Blackshaw et al., 2003), we compared the regulatory
role of NO on epileptiform activity in different preparations from
hippocampus and entorhinal cortex of rats and mice.

The close proximity of NMDA receptors and nNOS (Burette
et al., 2002) couples neuronal activity and NO formation and
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allows localized transient NO signaling (Namiki et al., 2005; Sato
et al., 2006) to its main targets, such as soluble guanylyl cyclase
(sGC) (Szabadits et al., 2007) and mitochondria (Brown, 2001).

Here we combined the low-Mg 2� model of epilepsy and con-
focal fluorescence imaging of NO-sensitive probes, 4-amino-5-
methylamino-2�,7�-difluorofluorescein (DAF-fm) (Balcerczyk et
al., 2005) and 1,2-diaminoanthraquinone sulfate (DAQ)
(Schuchmann et al., 2002) to determine NO formation in hip-
pocampal area CA3, which is a critical site for initiation of seizure-
like events (SLEs) (Mody et al., 1987; Derchansky et al., 2006).

The effects of NO on epileptiform activity were tested by phar-
macological manipulation of tissue NO level as well as by using a
nNOS�/� mice (Huang et al., 1993). We provide evidence that
nNOS-derived NO is a key promoting factor for the initiation of
SLEs in the hippocampus and the entorhinal cortex, regardless of
the animal species. Moreover, NO exerts its effect already before
the first SLE.

Materials and Methods
Animals and slice preparation. Animal care and preparation were in ac-
cordance with the Helsinki declaration and institutional guidelines on
transgenic animals, as approved by the local authority (T 0291/04, T
0003/06). Experiments were performed in rat organotypic hippocampal
slice cultures and in acute hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from
wild-type (n � 14) and nNOS�/� (n � 9) mice. 129S Nos1 tm1Plh

(nNOS�/�; Huang et al., 1993) and B6129F2/J wild-type mice were ob-
tained from The Jackson Laboratory. The mice were bred as heterozy-
gous (�/�) mice by crossing 129S Nos1 tm1Plh and B6129F2/J wild-type
mice. The breeding was continuously monitored by assessing the genetic
status of the animals via PCR. The genetic testing using the tip of the
mouse tail was done between postnatal days 14 and 20, according to
protocols of The Jackson Laboratory (Patzak et al., 2008). Twenty- to
28-d-old mice were decapitated under deep ether anesthesia, and the
brains were removed quickly. Transverse hippocampal– entorhinal cor-
tex slices (400 �m) were cut in ice-cold artificial CSF (ACSF) using a
vibratome (Campden Instruments) and transferred to an incubation
chamber. Slices were incubated in gassed (95% O2, 5% CO2) ACSF for
2– 4 h to recover from the preparation procedure before being used
for experiments.

Slice cultures were prepared and maintained as described previously
(Kovács et al., 2002). In brief, 7- to 8-d-old Wistar rat pups were decap-
itated, and the brains were removed and rinsed in ice-cold, gassed (95%
O2, 5% CO2) minimal essential medium (MEM). Slices (400 �m) con-
sisting of hippocampus and entorhinal cortex were cut (McIllwain Tissue
Chopper; Mickle Laboratories) and placed on a culture plate insert
(MilliCell-CM, 0.4 �m; Millipore) under sterile conditions. Slice cul-
tures were used for experiments between 7 and 12 d in vitro. Half of
the culture medium (containing 50% MEM, 25% HBSS, and 25%
horse serum, pH 7.4; all from Invitrogen) was replaced at every sec-
ond day. Each experimental group was derived from at least three
independent preparations.

Electrophysiology. Acute slices and slice cultures were transferred to the
recording chambers mounted on epifluorescent microscopes (Olympus
BX61WI; Olympus Europe) and superfused with ACSF (5 ml/min, 33°C)
(in mM): 129 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1.8 MgSO4, 1.6 CaCl2, 21
NaHCO3 21, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4. Epileptiform activity was induced
by omitting of Mg 2� from ACSF (low-Mg 2� condition). Additionally,
the extracellular K � concentration ([K �]o) was elevated to 5 mM in slice
cultures (Kovács et al., 2002).

Recording of local field potentials and changes in [K �]o in the layers
IV–V of the lateral entorhinal cortex were performed with double-
barreled K �-sensitive and reference microelectrodes, manufactured,
and calibrated as described previously (Heinemann and Arens, 1992). In
brief, electrodes were pulled from double-barreled theta glass (Science
Products). The reference barrel was filled with 154 mM NaCl solution,
and the ion-sensitive barrel was filled with potassium ionophore I mix-
ture A (60031; Fluka Chemie) and 100 mM KCl. Ion-sensitive microelec-

trodes with a sensitivity of 59 � 2 mV to a 10-fold increase in [K �] were
used for experiments. The home-built amplifier was equipped with neg-
ative capacitance feedback control that permitted dynamic recordings of
[K �]o with time constants of 50 –200 ms. For testing slice viability, bi-
polar platinum wire electrodes were positioned medial to the recording
electrode, and stimulus trains (20 Hz, 10 s) were applied before and after
low-Mg 2� ACSF perfusion.

Local field potential and whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were per-
formed in area CA3 of slice cultures by using a MultiClamp 700B ampli-
fier (Axon CNS; Molecular Devices). Electrodes for local field potential
recordings were filled with ACSF. Patch pipettes (4 –5 M�) were filled
with a solution containing the following (in mM): 135 potassium glu-
conate, 2 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 1 EGTA, 10 HEPES, and 2 NaATP, pH 7.2,.
Visually identified pyramidal cells (input resistance, 166 � 7 M�; n �
43) were clamped to �50 mV after correction for the liquid junction
potential. At this potential, glutamatergic synaptic currents were in-
wardly and GABAergic synaptic currents were outwardly directed, allow-
ing for differentiation between EPSCs and IPSCs. Series resistance
(15.7 � 1 M�) was monitored online. Neurons showing �25% change
in series resistance were excluded from the analysis of synaptic events.

The following drugs were applied via the perfusion: aminoguanidine;
4-(carboxyphenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazole-1-oxyl 3-oxide
(cPTIO); 4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazole-1-oxyl 3-oxide (PTIO);
S-nitroso-N-acetyl-DL-penicillamine (SNAP); N-methyl-L-arginine ace-
tate (L-NMMA); N-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME); 1 H-[1,2,4]
oxadiazolo [4,3-a] quinoxalin-1-one (ODQ); and 7-nitroindazole (7-
NI). PTIO, cPTIO, and ODQ were from Alexis Corporation. All other
chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich. If necessary, stock solutions were
prepared in DMSO (final concentration of DMSO in ACSF, 0.05– 0.1%).

Fluorescence imaging. Fluorescence recordings were performed with
confocal laser-scanning microscopes [Fluoview300 (Olympus Europe);
Noran Oz (Prairie Technologies)] and photomultiplier-based mi-
crofluorimetry (Seefelder Messtechnik) and FeliX software (Photon
Technology) by using 60� (0.9 numerical aperture) or 20� (0.5 numer-
ical aperture) water-immersion objectives. Slice cultures were stained in
the incubator with the nonfluorescent, membrane-permeable diacetate
ester form of the NO-indicator DAF-fm (10 �M) in serum-free culture
medium containing 0.6 mM L-arginine. Reaction with NO results in the
fluorescent NO adduct of DAF-fm (DAF-fm fluorescence), which is
membrane impermeable and accumulates in cells as revealed by images
taken at different time points during staining (20 min, 60 min, �2 h).
Staining for 20 min was used in all experiments, which already allowed
for differentiation between DAF-fm fluorescence and tissue autofluores-
cence (see below) while a large part of the dye was still in its NO-sensitive
form. When monitoring DAF-fm fluorescence by confocal imaging (ac-
quisition rate at 0.2 Hz for up to 90 min), there was a linear decay of the
fluorescence baseline because of photobleaching. Nevertheless, applica-
tion of an external NO donor (SNAP, 100 �M) resulted in an immediate
increase of DAF-fm fluorescence, indicating availability of a considerable
fraction of NO-sensitive dye under these experimental conditions. It is
noteworthy that DAF-fm fluorescence recovered to baseline after SNAP
application. This recovery is not a true reversal, but it rather indicates
increased susceptibility of the fluorescent NO adduct to photobleaching
(Sheng et al., 2005) (see Fig. 2 A). To minimize photo-oxidation and
photobleaching of DAF-fm (Balcerczyk et al., 2005), we used a low ac-
quisition rate (0.2 Hz) and minimized light exposure throughout the
experiment. Changes in the fluorescence are presented as 	f/f0 in per-
centage. Alterations in NO formation were determined by the steepness
of the slope of DAF-fm fluorescence (control vs low-Mg 2� condition).
The spatial pattern of NO formation under low-Mg 2� condition was
determined by comparing the steepness of the slope in stratum radiatum
versus stratum pyramidale after correction with the respective regional
fluorescence baseline as determined under control condition in a subset
of experiments. Oxidation reactions attributable to laser illumination did
not affect the results because we determined fluorescence changes before
and during epileptiform activity under identical illumination conditions.
NO formation was not studied in NO-deprived slice cultures because
cPTIO strongly quenched DAF-fm fluorescence.

Because the excitation and emission spectra of DAF-fm partially over-
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lap with that of flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD), special care was taken
to distinguish between both signals. Therefore, in a first series of experi-
ments, fluorescence images were taken from unstained slice cultures
(n � 4) at the optimum of FAD fluorescence (excitation at 450 nm).
Thereafter, excitation was changed to 488 nm, and photomultiplier gain
and offset were adjusted until FAD fluorescence disappeared. Subse-
quently, DAF-fm diacetate was applied (10 �M) via the perfusion in
normal ACSF. Under these conditions, any increase of the fluorescence
corresponded to NO-dependent reaction of the dye. Indeed, DAF-fm
fluorescence increased slowly and reached a plateau after 15 min, indi-
cating a basal NO formation in slice cultures. Unfortunately, such clear
distinction between DAF-fm and FAD fluorescence was not possible in
slice cultures that were stained in the incubator. Therefore, in a second set
of experiments (see Fig. 3A), we compared changes in FAD fluorescence
in unstained slice cultures (n � 5) with DAF-fm-stained slice cultures
(n � 8) under control and low-Mg 2� conditions. SLEs were associated
with transient biphasic changes of fluorescence in unstained and in DAF-
fm-stained slice cultures, indicating that they originate from redox
changes of FAD. In contrast, lasting changes in the slope steepness were
only present in DAF-fm-stained slice cultures, thus clearly representing
NO formation (see Fig. 3C). Additionally, we compared intracellular
DAF-fm and FAD fluorescence pattern at the end of the experiments at
high magnification. DAF-fm fluorescence pattern was homogenously
distributed in the cytosol with highest accumulation in the nucleus,
whereas FAD fluorescence pattern was dotted, indicating its mitochon-
drial origin (see Fig. 2C) (Huang et al., 2002). As an alternative to DAF-
fm, we used the NO-sensitive dye DAQ (Schuchmann et al., 2002), which
is nonfluorescent until having reacted with NO. The emission of the
resulting NO adduct (excitation at 520 nm; emission above 580 nm) has
no overlap with FAD autofluorescence. Slice cultures were stained with
15 �M DAQ for 20 min in the incubator, and 1.5 �M DAQ was continu-
ously present in the perfusion during the whole experiment. After the
photomultiplier-based microfluorimetry, slice cultures were transferred
to the confocal microscope, and cellular distribution of the NO adduct of
DAQ was investigated at higher magnification.

The reaction partner of DAF-fm and likely DAQ is not NO but rather
peroxynitrite or N2O3 (Espey et al., 2001, Jourd’heuil, 2002). Hence,
concomitant changes in superoxide formation might interfere with the
DAF-fm (or DAQ) fluorescence. To exclude this possibility, we also
monitored the kinetics of superoxide formation by using hydroethidine
(HEt) (Kovács et al., 2002). Slice cultures were stained with 10 �M HEt
for 20 min in the incubator, and fluorescence was excited at 530 nm and
acquired above 580 nm under control and low-Mg 2� condition by using
photomultiplier-based microfluorimetry.

Spectrophotometric determination of nitrite. For determination of ni-
trite in culture medium, slice cultures were exposed to normal or Mg 2�-
free ACSF in a CO2 incubator (36.5°C). Slice cultures were washed twice
with sterile ACSF and than transferred to a special six-well plate designed
for electrophysiological recordings. To enhance nitrite accumulation,
two slice cultures were grown on each culture plate insert. Tungsten
microelectrodes were placed in the pyramidal cell layer of area CA3 un-
der sterile conditions. Multiunit activity and alternating-current-
coupled field potentials were recorded in a CO2 incubator by using a
home-built amplifier and Spike2 software (version 5.03; Cambridge
Electronic Design) with a sampling rate of 11 kHz (filter cutoff of 3 kHz).
Half of the culture plate inserts on a six-well plate was exposed to low-
Mg 2� condition, whereas the other half served as control. Mechanical
damage and infection rate of slice cultures was negligible, as revealed by
long time (24 – 48 h) recordings of spontaneous activity (K. Albus, un-
published observation). Four hours after the onset of epileptiform activ-
ity, culture plate inserts were removed, ACSF was harvested, and nitrite
content was determined by using the modified Griess diazotization reac-
tion (Archer, 1993). Briefly, Griess reagent (100 �l; Sigma-Aldrich), su-
pernatant from slice cultures (300 �l), and dionized water (2.9 ml) were
mixed and incubated for 30 min. The absorbance was measured in a 1 ml
cuvette at 548 nm (UV spectrometer, DU 730; Beckman Coulter). For
calibration, sodium nitrite solutions with concentrations between 0.1
and 100 �M were prepared in deionized water. Absorbance measure-

ments were performed using the standard nitrite solution in place of the
experimental samples.

Immunostaining. NOS immunoreactivity was detected using a modi-
fied glucose oxidase-diaminobenzidine (DAB)–nickel method (Shu et
al., 1988). In brief, slice cultures were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for
1 h, followed by incubation (3 d at 4°C) with diluted (1:1000) primary
antibody (polyclonal anti-nNOS antibody, AB1552; Millipore Bio-
science Research Reagents). After 1 h of incubation in biotinylated sec-
ondary antibody (1:100), slice cultures were washed in AB complex (Vec-
tor Laboratories) for 1 h. For final oxidation of DAB, a medium
containing �-D-glucose, ammonium chloride, nickel ammonium sul-
fate, and glucose oxidase (Serva) was used. Slice cultures were counter-
stained by Vector Laboratories nuclear fast red dye.

Data evaluation. The distribution of nNOS-positive cells in slice cul-
tures was analyzed with an upright microscope (AX-70; Olympus Eu-
rope) using the optical fractionator counting method, which is a combi-
nation of the fractionator sampling scheme and the disector counting
technique (CastGrid System; Olympus Europe). The number of the
nNOS-positive cells in hippocampal areas was determined in several
counting frames (1427.3 �m 2) applied in systematically random manner
(x and y step 55 �m), focusing through the whole thickness of the tissue
(100� oil-immersion objective, 1.35 numerical aperture). The final
count was calculated using the optical fractionator form, and the final
count of cells to unit area of a certain region was calculated using the
point grid method (Gundersen, 1986). The entorhinal cortex was not
included in the cell counting because it was preserved variably in slice
cultures.

Spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs were analyzed by using the event de-
tection macro of the pClamp10 software (Axon CNS; Molecular Devices)
in two data segments (5 min, each), before and at the beginning of low-
Mg 2� condition. An average of 10 –20 manually selected EPSCs (or IP-
SCs) served as a template, and the automatically detected events were
verified by visual inspection. Clamping the cells at �50 mV allowed for
simultaneous monitoring of EPSCs and IPSCs (Luhmann et al., 2000),
without the use of pharmacological means that might have interfered
with epileptiform activity or the effects of NO depletion. The frequency
of the EPSCs at this potential was, however, somewhat underestimated as
revealed by clamping the cells at the IPSC reversal potential, in which
only EPSCs were visible. Nevertheless, monitoring EPSCs at �50 mV was
still adequate for comparison of different treatments.

Multiple comparisons were done with one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
post hoc tests. Paired Student’s two-tailed t test was used for comparison
between two groups. SLE occurrence was compared by the Fisher’s exact
probability or Pearson’s � 2 test (SPSS software package; SPSS Inc.). Sta-
tistical significance was defined as p 
 0.05. The data are presented as
mean � SEM.

Results
NOS activity in rat hippocampal slice cultures
We first characterized the expression and distribution of nNOS in
rat slice cultures by immunohistochemistry. The staining pattern
revealed two types of nNOS-positive cells (Fig. 1). Type I dis-
played intense, homogeneous staining in both soma and den-
drites (Fig. 1A). In contrast, type II showed a dotted staining
exclusively in the soma, which limited more detailed morpholog-
ical characterization (Fig. 1B). The stellate appearance of the ma-
jority of nNOS-positive cells corresponding to type I suggested
that they were likely interneurons, which is in line with previous
findings in the rat hippocampus (Valtschanoff et al., 1993; Black-
shaw et al., 2003). However, a few pyramidal-shaped neurons
were also present (Fig. 1C). An elaborated network of nNOS-
positive fibers pervaded slice cultures, particularly in the subicu-
lum (Fig. 1D). Type I and type II nNOS-positive cells were scat-
tered in the principal cell layers of the hippocampus and the deep
layers of the entorhinal cortex (Fig. 1E). The distribution of
nNOS-positive cells in slice cultures was in agreement with the
findings in vivo (Valtschanoff et al., 1993) (see also Keynes et al.,
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2004). Cell counts revealed 33.2 � 3.9
nNOS-positive cells in the dentate gyrus
(DG), 36 � 7.4 cells in area CA3, 15 � 3.36
in area CA1 and 11 � 1.92 in the subiculum
(determined in n � 5 slice cultures). Nor-
malized density of nNOS-positive cells for
each area is presented in Figure 1F. The den-
sity was highest in the DG and area CA3
( p 
 0.01), suggesting that NO signaling
might have a significant impact on neuronal
activity in these areas, which are also critical
for the development of SLEs.

We next determined NO formation in
slice cultures by using fluorescent dyes
(Brown et al., 1999; Schuchmann et al.,
2002). Slice cultures were stained with
DAF-fm, which is more sensitive to NO
compared with its predecessor DAF-2,
more photo-stable and less pH sensitive
(Balcerczyk et al., 2005). The intracellular
accumulation of membrane impermeable
NO adduct of DAF-fm leads to a sustained
fluorescence increase, which reflects NO
formation (see Materials and Methods).
Application of the NO donor SNAP (100
�M) resulted in an additional increase in
the fluorescence, indicating the presence
of NO-sensitive, intracellular DAF-fm
(Fig. 2A). Moreover, subsequent applica-
tion of L-arginine (2 mM) also increased
DAF-fm fluorescence. This effect was
blocked by previous application (10 min)
of the broad-spectrum NOS inhibitor
L-NMMA (200 �M) (Fig. 2A). In addition,
L-NMMA application alone led to a slight
decrease in DAF-fm fluorescence
(�0.23 � 0.04%/min; n � 2). Both find-
ings indicate intrinsic NOS activity in slice
cultures, which is in line with data ob-
tained from acute hippocampal– entorhi-
nal cortex slices (Schuchmann et al., 2002),
and show that slice cultures represent a suit-
able model to study the effects of the ni-
trergic system on epileptiform activity.

We next investigated the spatial pattern
of NO formation in area CA3 by applying
confocal microscopy. In stratum pyrami-
dale, DAF-fm accumulated in most of the
pyramidal cell bodies (Fig. 2B). In stratum
radiatum, DAF-fm fluorescence originated predominantly from
dendrites. Additionally, we also observed dye accumulation in
smaller cell bodies, suggestive for astrocytes and microglial cells
(Fig. 3C). Microglial cells were easily identified by morphology
and membrane ruffling during the course of an experiment and
showed a dotted fluorescence pattern (Fig. 2C, arrowheads),
likely indicating phagocytosis of dye particles.

NO formation under low-Mg 2� condition in rat hippocampal
slice cultures
The low-Mg 2� model of epilepsy is particularly suitable to study
the effects of endogenous NO on epileptiform activity. In this
model, removal of the extracellular Mg 2� ions reduces surface
charge screening and facilitates activation of NMDA receptors,

resulting in enhanced neuronal excitability and transmitter re-
lease as well as increased neuronal Ca 2� influx and activation of
NOS (Mody et al., 1987; Garthwaite et al., 1988). Epileptiform
activity developed in 100% of control rat slice cultures (n � 70)
under low-Mg 2� condition. Epileptiform activity was classified
in SLEs, interictal activity, and late recurrent discharges as de-
scribed previously (Kovács et al., 2002). Additionally, we defined
a “latent phase” during washout of Mg 2� ions before the first
SLE. The latent phase was characterized by increased neuronal
action potential firing, a slight positive direct current (DC) shift
of the field potential as well as a robust increase in the frequency
of synaptic currents in intracellular recordings (Fig. 3A) (see Fig.
4B). The latent phase lasted for 11.57 � 1.2 min (n � 70). The
first SLE was followed by either an alternating sequence of recur-

Figure 1. nNOS immunoreactivity in rat slice cultures. A, Representative photomicrograph of type I nNOS-immunopositive
neurons in area CA3 displaying intense somatic and dendritic staining. The majority of type I neurons had stellate appearance,
suggesting that they were interneurons. B, Type II nNOS-immunopositive cells (arrowheads) displayed dotted staining in their
somata but not in dendrites. C, Pyramidal-shaped neurons corresponding to type I (arrowheads) were only sparsely observed in
the stratum pyramidale. D, Dense network of nNOS-positive fibers was present throughout the whole slice culture, with the
highest density in the subiculum. Slice cultures in C and D were counterstained with nuclear fast red. Scale bars, 20 �m. E,
Distribution of nNOS-positive neurons (type I and II) in hippocampus and entorhinal cortex of a slice culture. F, Summary diagram
showing the density of nNOS-positive neurons in different areas of the hippocampus. Density of the nNOS-positive neurons was
highest in DG and area CA3. Regional densities were calculated by using the point grid method in counts obtained from five slice
cultures (95 � 7 cells per slice culture; see Materials and Methods). Sub, Subiculum.
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rent SLEs and interictal activity or late recurrent discharges (data
not shown).

NO formation was detected by confocal imaging of DAF-fm
fluorescence under control and low-Mg 2� conditions. In stra-

tum radiatum, the slope of the DAF-fm
fluorescence was negative in normal ACSF
and increased significantly in low-Mg 2�

ACSF (�1.3 � 0.3 vs �0.3 � 0.2%/min;
n � 8 slice cultures; p � 0.017), indicating
an increase in NO formation relative to
photobleaching (Fig. 3A). In contrast, in
stratum pyramidale, there was no signifi-
cant difference in the slope of the DAF-fm
fluorescence under both conditions
(�0.54 � 0.1 vs �0.54 � 0.13%/min; n �
8; p � 1). This finding was confirmed by
comparing stratum radiatum and stratum
pyramidale after regional baseline correc-
tion in a second set of experiments (0.93 �
0.5 vs 0.06 � 0.3%/min; n � 20 slice cul-
tures; p 
 0.001) (Fig. 3C,D). These data
show that the rate of NO formation under
low-Mg 2� condition increased particu-
larly in the synaptic compartment.

In stratum radiatum, the increase in
DAF-fm fluorescence started already dur-
ing the latent phase, suggesting that facili-
tation of NMDA receptor activation under
low-Mg 2� condition was sufficient to
enhance NO formation (Fig. 3A). Addi-
tionally, SLEs were associated with fast,
biphasic fluorescence transients that rep-
resented a crosstalk with FAD autofluores-
cence rather than fast NO formation be-
cause such transients were also observed in
unstained slice cultures (n � 5) (Fig. 3B)
(see Materials and Methods). In contrast
to DAF-fm fluorescence, there was no
change in the slope of the FAD fluores-
cence when switching from normal to low-
Mg 2� ACSF. Moreover, the fluorescence
patterns of DAF-fm and mitochondrial
FAD were clearly different in neurons (Fig.
2C) (Huang et al., 2002).

To exclude that FAD contributed to the
DAF-fm signal, we also used the red fluores-
cent NO-sensitive probe DAQ (Schuch-
mann et al., 2002). DAQ fluorescence in-
creased continuously both in normal ACSF
and under low-Mg2� condition (Fig. 3E).
Similarly to DAF-fm, there was a significant
increase in the slope of the DAQ fluores-
cence under low-Mg2� condition starting
already during the latent phase (0.66 � 0.08
vs 0.82 � 0.06%/min in normal ACSF and
under low-Mg2� condition, respectively;
n � 12 slice cultures; p � 0.026), indicating
increased NO formation. This effect was re-
versible because perfusion with normal
ACSF resulted in a significant decrease in the
slope of DAQ fluorescence (0.22 � 0.07%/
min; p 
 0.001). The NO adduct of DAQ
accumulated homogeneously in the soma as

well as in the dendrites of CA3 cells (Fig. 3F). In contrast to DAF-fm,
DAQ fluorescence was completely absent in the nucleus, indicating
that nuclear accumulation of DAF-fm presumably represents redis-
tribution of the benzotriazole derivative (Nagano, 1999).

Figure 2. NO formation and DAF-fm staining pattern in rat slice cultures. A, Staining with the membrane-permeable diacetate form of
DAF-fm revealed NO formation in slice cultures. Application of the exogenous NO donor SNAP (100�M) resulted in an increase in intracel-
lular DAF-fm fluorescence. Subsequent applications of the NOS substrate L-arginine (2 mM; L-Arg) also caused a transient fluorescence
increase (left trace), which was blocked after preincubation of the slice culture with the NOS inhibitor L-NMMA (200 �M; right trace).
Application of SNAP in the presence of L-NMMA still caused an increase in DAF-fm fluorescence. Fluorescence recordings were obtained
with a 20� objective from the area CA3 by using photomultiplier-based microflurimetry. B, Representative confocal images from area
CA3 of DAF-fm stained slice cultures. The fluorescent DAF-fm NO adduct accumulated in the cytosol and nucleus of most of the pyramidal
cells in the stratum pyramidale (left). However, pyramidal cells with weak, dotted cytosolic staining were also observed (asterisks). In
stratum radiatum, DAF-fm fluorescence appeared in dendrites and fibers (right). C, Comparison of DAF-fm (left) and FAD (right) autofluo-
rescence in the same CA3 pyramidal cells. Images were obtained at the respective excitation maxima for DAF-fm (488 nm) and FAD (450
nm). Homogeneous DAF-fm fluorescence was observed in the cytosol and bright staining in the nucleus of pyramidal cells (asterisks).
Additionally, small vesicles were present in the intracellular space (arrowheads), likely representing microglial phagocytosis of the dye. In
contrast, autofluorescence originating from FAD showed a dotted staining pattern in the cytosol, which was weaker in the nucleus
(asterisks) and absent in the small vesicles (arrowheads). The fluorescence was acquired as “z-stack,” and three-dimensional projection
was reconstructed from 5 to 10 focal planes (0.5–1 �m steps). Scale bars, 10 �m.
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The reaction of both DAF-fm and DAQ
with NO might be influenced by the pres-
ence of superoxide and subsequent forma-
tion of peroxynitrite (Jourd’heuil, 2002).
Therefore, we also measured superoxide
formation by monitoring changes in HEt
fluorescence. In contrast to DAF-fm and
DAQ, the slope of HEt fluorescence de-
creased significantly during the latent
phase (0.37 � 0.14 vs �0.05 � 0.02%/min
in normal ACSF and under low-Mg 2�

condition, respectively; n � 7 slice cul-
tures; p 
 0.001) (Fig. 3G), thus excluding
the possibility that increased superoxide
formation contributed to the rise in
DAF-fm or DAQ fluorescence. Moreover,
significant increases in superoxide forma-
tion occurred only transiently after SLEs
(�0.05 � 0.02 vs 0.87 � 0.3%/min during
the latent phase and after SLEs, respective-
ly; p � 0.001), in line with our previous
data (Kovács et al., 2002). Thus, even if we
consider peroxynitrite or other reactive ni-
trogen species as the reaction partners for
DAF-fm and DAQ, the increase in their
fluorescence is related to increases in NO
rather than in superoxide formation.

The major pathway for NO metabolism
in physiological solutions is the stepwise
oxidation to nitrite and nitrate. Nitrite re-
mains stable in solution for several hours,
allowing detection by using the modified
Griess reaction (Archer, 1993). Because
perfusion with ACSF in the recording
chamber would dilute nitrite below the de-
tection limit of the method, we developed
a new technique to induce and monitor
epileptiform activity in slice cultures kept
in six-well plates in the incubator under

Figure 3. NO formation under low-Mg 2� condition in rat slice cultures. A, Changes in DAF-fm fluorescence as measured in the
stratum radiatum during transition from control to low-Mg 2� condition. The slope of the DAF-fm fluorescence (red arrow, top
trace on the left) became steeper under low-Mg 2� condition before the first SLE (local field potential, bottom trace), followed by
a biphasic fluorescent transient during the SLE (arrowheads). B, Changes in FAD fluorescence as measured in the stratum radiatum
during transition from control to low-Mg 2� condition. In contrast to the DAF-fm fluorescence, the slope of FAD autofluorescence
(red arrow, top trace on the right) remained stable during the latent phase before the first SLE. However, SLE-associated biphasic
fluorescence transients were still present (arrowheads). C, Confocal image of area CA3 of a DAF-fm-stained slice culture, depicting
the regions of interest (stratum radiatum and stratum pyramidale) in which NO formation was monitored. Scale bar, 200 �m. D,
Regional differences in the DAF-fm fluorescence slope (top traces) during epileptiform activity (bottom trace). DAF-fm fluores-
cence increased in the stratum radiatum but not in the stratum pyramidale, indicating NO formation in the synaptic compartment.

4

The slope of DAF-fm fluorescence was corrected for photo-
bleaching by using the average regional fluorescence base-
line as obtained under control condition (n�8 slice cultures).
E, Changes in DAQ fluorescence as measured in the stratum
radiatum during transition from control to low-Mg 2� condi-
tion. The slope of the DAQ fluorescence (red arrow, top trace)
became steeper already during the latent phase (local field
potential, bottom trace), indicating enhanced NO formation
under low-Mg 2� condition. Wash-in of normal ACSF resulted
in a decrease in the slope of DAQ fluorescence (black arrow). F,
Confocal images of area CA3 in a DAQ-stained slice culture
showing homogeneous accumulation of the fluorescent NO
adduct of DAQ (top). Cytosol and dendrites but not the nuclei
were strongly stained with DAQ (bottom). Scale bars: top, 200
�m; bottom, 10 �m. G, Changes in HEt fluorescence as mea-
sured in the stratum radiatum during transition from control
to low-Mg 2� condition. The slope of HEt fluorescence (top
trace) decreased under low-Mg 2� condition before the first
SLE (local field potential, bottom trace). SLEs were associated
by biphasic changes in HEt fluorescence (red arrows), indicat-
ing transient superoxide formation selectively after SLEs (ar-
rowheads). fp, Field potential; str. rad., stratum radiatum; str.
pyr., stratum pyrimidale.
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low-Mg 2� condition (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (see Materials and Meth-
ods). Nitrite levels were significantly increased in slice cultures
expressing epileptiform activity for 4 h, unambiguously indicat-
ing NO formation (8.11 � 2.2 vs 0.23 � 0.1 �M for low-Mg 2�

and normal ACSF, respectively; n � 18
slice cultures for each condition; p � 0.03).

Effects of NO deprivation on
epileptiform activity in rat hippocampal
slice cultures
Next, we determined whether enhanced
NO formation during the latent phase was
crucial for development of epileptiform
activity. To this end, slice cultures were de-
prived of NO before (20 to 40 min) as well
as during low-Mg 2� condition by incuba-
tion with the broad-spectrum NOS inhib-
itor L-NMMA (200 �M). In the majority of
experiments, we coapplied PTIO or its
more water-soluble derivative cPTIO (300
�M) to scavenge NO that might be released
from donors formed by the reaction of
peroxynitrite with glucose (Moro et al.,
1995) or from S-nitosoglutathione, which
may represent �4% of mitochondrial glu-
tathione (Steffen et al., 2001). Interictal ac-
tivity developed in all NO-deprived slice
cultures under low-Mg 2� condition.
However, SLEs were initiated only in 25%
of slice cultures (n � 20) (Fig. 4). This was
in sharp contrast to control condition
(low-Mg 2� ACSF without NO depriva-
tion), in which 100% of slice cultures de-
veloped SLEs (n � 70; p 
 0.001). The
effect of NO deprivation on SLE suppres-
sion was reversible because washout of
L-NMMA and cPTIO after up to 40 min
under low-Mg 2� condition led to rapid
initiation of SLEs within 2–5 min in 93%
of slice cultures (n � 15) (Fig. 4A,C).

We also investigated whether NO for-
mation was critical for maintenance of ep-
ileptiform activity. In these experiments,
NO deprivation was started after the first
SLE (n � 15) by bath application of
L-NMMA and cPTIO. Interestingly,
L-NMMA alone (200 �M) or in combina-
tion with cPTIO (300 �M) suppressed
SLEs only in 14% of slice cultures (n � 7;
p � 0.091; data not shown). Application of
cPTIO alone (150 – 600 �M) for up to 40
min suppressed initiation of SLEs in 25%
of the slice cultures (n � 8; p � 0.009).
These data suggest that NO formation
during the latent phase is crucial for initi-
ation of SLEs, whereas fully developed ep-
ileptiform activity is less sensitive to subse-
quent NO deprivation.

Because sGC accounts for many of the
neuromodulatory effects of NO (Esplu-
gues, 2002; Guix et al., 2005), we tested
whether the effect of NO deprivation on

SLE initiation was mediated by sGC. We applied the sGC inhib-
itor ODQ (10 �M) continuously via the perfusion �30 min be-
fore and during low-Mg 2� condition. Neither the development
of SLEs nor of interictal activity was impaired in the presence of
ODQ (n � 7). In a subsequent set of experiments, slice cultures

Figure 4. Effects of NO deprivation and sGC inhibition on the epileptiform activity in rat slice cultures. A, Deprivation of NO by
coapplication of the NOS inhibitor L-NMMA (200 �M) and the NO scavenger cPTIO (300 �M) prevented development of SLEs. The
effect was reversed on washout of L-NMMA/cPTIO. B, Spontaneous postsynaptic currents recorded in a CA3 pyramidal cell under
control and low-Mg 2� conditions. The cell was clamped to �50 mV, and inward and outward currents represent EPSCs and
IPSCs, respectively. Removal of Mg 2� resulted in an increase in EPSC amplitude as well as in IPSC frequency and amplitude. After
a delay of�10 min, the first SLE occurred (arrow). C, Spontaneous synaptic activity recorded in an NO-deprived CA3 pyramidal cell
under control and low-Mg 2� condition. NO deprivation prevented the initiation of SLEs, although interictal activity was still
present. This effect was reversible after removal of L-NMMA/cPTIO, and the first SLE was initiated within a few minutes (arrow). D,
Interictal activity as recorded in a CA3 pyramidal cell in an NO-deprived slice culture. Interictal activity consisted of small packages
of inhibitory and excitatory synaptic currents, which occurred at a frequency of 0.1– 0.5 Hz. From the left to the right, interictal
events are presented at shorter timescales. E, Spontaneous synaptic activity recorded in an ODQ-treated CA3 pyramidal cell under
control and low-Mg 2� condition. Inhibition of sGC with 10 �M ODQ did not prevent development of SLEs. fp, Field potential; lm,
membrane current.
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(n � 11) were preincubated with ODQ
(100 �M, 20 min), and recordings were
made in the presence of 50 �M ODQ. Un-
der these conditions, the initiation of SLEs
in low-Mg 2� ACSF was blocked in only
18% of the slice cultures ( p � 0.017). In
slice cultures expressing SLEs in the pres-
ence of ODQ, SLE onset latency was not
significantly prolonged compared with
control (10 �M ODQ, 15.2 � 3.6 min; 50
�M ODQ, 12.8 � 2.6 min; control,
11.57 � 1.2 min; p � 0.05). These data
suggest that sGC-dependent mechanisms
do not significantly contribute to SLE
initiation.

Effects of NO deprivation on EPSCs and
IPSCs in rat hippocampal slice cultures
To elucidate the mechanism by which NO
deprivation suppresses the initiation of
SLEs, we did whole-cell voltage-clamp re-
cordings in visually identified pyramidal
cells in the CA3 region of slice cultures.
The neurons were clamped to �50 mV. At
this potential, EPSCs and IPSCs were re-
flected by inward and outward currents,
respectively (see Materials and Methods),
and allowed to investigate the effects of
NO deprivation on excitatory and inhibi-
tory synaptic transmission. We compared
four parameters (i.e., amplitude and fre-
quency of spontaneous EPSCs and IPSCs)
in three groups of slice cultures (untreated,
ODQ-treated, NO-deprived) under con-
trol and low-Mg 2� conditions (Fig. 4).

In normal ACSF, NO deprivation (n �
9) and blockade of sGC by ODQ (10 and
50 �M; n � 17) had no effect on the peak
amplitude of EPSCs and IPSCs compared
with untreated slice cultures (n � 17) (Fig.
5A). However, NO deprivation decreased
both EPSC IPSC frequency (p � 0.04
0.001, respectively) (Fig. 5B).

Under low-Mg 2� condition, the am-
plitude of EPSCs and IPSCs significantly
increased in untreated slice cultures (Fig.
5A,B). Strikingly, NO deprivation sup-
pressed the increase in amplitudes of both
EPSCs and IPSCs ( p � 0.54 and 0.1, re-
spectively). Consequently, the EPSC am-
plitudes were significantly smaller in NO-
deprived slice cultures compared with untreated slice cultures
( p � 0.03).

Although IPSC frequency increased significantly under low-
Mg 2� condition in both untreated and NO-deprived slice cul-
tures ( p 
 0.001) (Fig. 5B), NO deprivation led to a significant
reduction of IPSC frequency compared with untreated slice cul-
tures ( p � 0.001). ODQ treatment caused no significant changes
in IPSC or EPSC frequency under low-Mg 2� condition com-
pared with untreated slice cultures, substantiating our finding
that the effect of NO on SLE initiation was not mediated by sGC.
The effects of NO deprivation were even more evident when
comparing postsynaptic currents in individual neurons (n � 2)

under low-Mg 2� condition in the presence and absence of L-
NMMA/cPTIO. Amplitudes and frequencies of both EPSCs and
IPSCs increased significantly after washout of L-NMMA/cPTIO
(Fig. 5C).

These data suggest that NO formation in the latent phase
under low-Mg 2� condition contributes to the enhancement of
both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission.

Effects of NO deprivation on epileptiform activity in
hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from mice
In a previous study, enhanced NO formation was described dur-
ing epileptiform activity in acute hippocampal– entorhinal cor-

Figure 5. Effects of sGC inhibition and NO deprivation on spontaneous synaptic currents. A, Effects of sGC inhibition (n � 17
cells) and NO deprivation (n�9 cells) on the amplitude of EPSCs and IPSCs under control and low-Mg 2� conditions. Neither block
of sGC nor NO deprivation had an effect on EPSC amplitude in normal ACSF compared with untreated slice cultures (n � 17 cells).
EPSC and IPSC amplitude increased significantly in control and ODQ-treated under low-Mg 2� condition. In contrast, the increase
in both EPSC and IPSC amplitudes was abolished in NO-deprived slice cultures. B, Effects of sGC inhibition and NO deprivation on
the frequency of EPSCs and IPSCs under control and low-Mg 2� conditions. NO deprivation significantly decreased EPSC frequency
in normal ACSF as well as IPSC frequency under control and low-Mg 2� conditions. In contrast, IPSC and EPSC frequencies were not
affected by ODQ treatment (10 and 50 �M). C, Effects of NO deprivation on spontaneous synaptic activity in the same cell under
low-Mg 2� condition before and after washout of L-NMMA/cPTIO. Both the amplitude and the frequency of the EPSCs and IPSCs
were significantly decreased in the presence of L-NMMA/cPTIO. Note that EPSC and IPSC amplitudes in the absence of L-NMMA/
cPTIO were on average still smaller than in untreated slice cultures under low-Mg 2� condition. IM, Membrane current.
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tex slices from Wistar rats, and NO was shown to be required for
maintenance of SLEs (Schuchmann et al., 2002). Because expres-
sion of nNOS in the entorhinal cortex is higher in rats than in
mice (Blackshaw et al., 2003), we investigated whether the NO
formation was still relevant for development and maintenance of
epileptiform activity in the mouse entorhinal cortex. Under low-
Mg 2� condition, SLEs developed in 89% (n � 27) (Fig. 6A,C) of
the acute hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from wild-type
mice, as revealed by field potential recordings and transients,
rises in [K�]o. In the remaining slices, interictal activity was ob-
served. The onset latency of SLE initiation was 35 � 4 min (n �
24). Similar to our data from rat slice cultures, NO deprivation
with L-NMMA (200 �M) and PTIO (300 �M) suppressed the
initiation of SLEs in 100% of the acute slices (n � 11) for appli-
cation times up to 1 h under low-Mg 2� condition (Fig. 6A,C),
indicating that NO formation was crucial for SLE development
also in mice. Washout of L-NMMA and PTIO led to rapid initi-
ation of SLEs in 100% of the slices (n � 4). Moreover, SLEs were
induced by bath application of the external NO-donor SNAP
(600 �M) in the presence of L-NMMA and PTIO in 100% of the
slices (n � 7) (Fig. 6B). The fact that application of exogenous
NO was able to initiate SLEs clearly showed that the inhibitory
effect of L-NMMA and PTIO was caused by NO deprivation
rather than by nonspecific antiepileptic effect of the drugs.

To characterize the contribution of different types of NOS to
the enhanced NO formation under low-Mg 2� condition, we in-
vestigated the effects of the inducible NOS (iNOS) inhibitor ami-
noguanidine (200 �M) and the nNOS inhibitor 7-NI (100 –200
�M) in combination with PTIO. Aminoguanidine had no effect
because SLEs developed in 100% of the slices (n � 9). Moreover,
the SLE onset latency was not different compared with control
(n � 22; p � 0.4) (Fig. 6A,C). These data also suggest that NO
scavenging by PTIO alone is not sufficient to suppress SLE initi-

ation. In contrast, 7-NI suppressed the initiation of SLEs in 100%
of the slices (n � 10) for up to 2 h, which provided strong evi-
dence that nNOS was the main source of NO under low-Mg 2�

condition. Again, the application of SNAP in the presence of 7-NI
and PTIO resulted in SLE initiation (n � 2; data not shown),
indicating the specificity of the drugs in our model (Paul and
Ekambaram, 2003; Luszczki et al., 2006).

There is evidence that bath application of the broad-spectrum
NOS inhibitor L-NAME (200 �M) interferes with the mainte-
nance of SLEs in rat hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices
(Schuchmann et al., 2002). However, L-NAME (200 – 600 �M) as
applied after initiation of SLEs under low-Mg 2� condition had
no effect on the maintenance of SLEs in 100% of the hippocam-
pal– entorhinal cortex slices from mice (n � 6). This might indi-
cate interspecies differences on the effects of NO on fully estab-
lished epileptiform activity.

Epileptiform activity in hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices
from nNOS�/� mice
To substantiate our pharmacological evidence for the role of
nNOS in SLE initiation, we performed experiments in acute hip-
pocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from nNOS�/� mice. Epilep-
tiform activity in the entorhinal cortex (SLEs and interictal activ-
ity) developed in 64% of the acute slices (n � 25) from nNOS�/�

mice (Fig. 7A), which was significantly less than in the slices from
wild-type mice (89%; n � 27; p � 0.033). Strikingly, in those
slices from nNOS�/� mice, in which we observed SLEs, the onset
latency was significantly prolonged (54.4 � 8 vs 35 � 4 min for
nNOS�/�) and wild-type, respectively; p � 0.027). In the remain-
ing nine slices, stimulus trains (20 Hz, 10 s) as applied after 1 h in
low-Mg 2� ACSF were associated with transient increases in
[K�]o, indicating viability of the slices. However, electrical stim-
ulation did not evoke SLEs. This observation was in sharp con-

Figure 6. Effects of NO deprivation on the development of SLEs in hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices from mice. A, Comparison of the effects of different NOS inhibitors on the development
of SLEs. Under low-Mg 2� condition, the onset latency of SLEs was 35 � 4 min (n � 24) in untreated hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices, as indicated by the appearance of transient increase in
[K �]o (top trace). NO deprivation by L-NMMA/PTIO prevented development of SLEs. Similarly to L-NMMA, the nNOS inhibitor 7-NI (middle traces) but not the iNOS inhibitor aminoguanidine (AG)
(bottom trace) prevented the development of SLEs in combination with PTIO. The effects were reversible after washout of the NOS inhibitors and PTIO. B, Application of L-NMMA/PTIO prevented the
development of SLEs specifically by NO deprivation, because application of the NO donor SNAP initiated SLEs despite the presence of L-NMMA/PTIO. C, Diagram summarizing the SLE onset latencies
in control and NO-deprived hippocampal– entorhinal cortex slices. The last column represents the group, in which SNAP was applied in the presence of L-NMMA/PTIO after 1 h of NO deprivation under
low-Mg 2� condition.
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trast to slices from wild-type mice, in
which stimulus trains under low-Mg 2�

condition immediately evoked long-
lasting clonic afterdischarges (data not
shown). Another striking difference was
observed in the characteristics of SLEs in
slices from nNOS�/� mice (Fig. 7A,B).
Full-blown SLEs often alternated with
SLEs lacking the DC shift. Moreover, peri-
ods of recurrent SLEs transformed to
clonic discharges and vice versa (Fig. 7A,
arrows). Using the standard deviation of
SLE intervals as a measure of irregularity,
we found significant differences between
nNOS�/� and wild-type mice (4.4 � 1 vs
1.53 � 0.4 min from n � 16 and 24, re-
spectively; p � 0.022).

NO is not completely absent in
nNOS�/� mice because upregulation of
eNOS (O’Dell et al., 1994) and alterna-
tive splice variants of nNOS (Eliasson et
al., 1997) might partially counterbalance
the effect of nNOS deletion. Thus, in a
subsequent set of experiments, we ap-
plied the same NO-deprivation protocol
(7-NI and PTIO) to slices from
nNOS�/� mice. SLEs developed in
37.5% of the slices from nNOS�/� mice
(n � 8) in the presence of 7-NI and
PTIO, which was in sharp contrast to the
complete block observed in slices from
wild-type animals (n � 10; p � 0.034).
Moreover, the majority of the slices not
expressing SLEs in the presence of 7-NI
and PTIO did not initiate SLEs after re-
moval of the drugs. In general, the oc-
currence of SLEs in slices from nNOS�/�

mice was not significantly different in
the presence or absence of 7-NI and
PTIO ( p � 0.18). These data strongly
suggest that SLE initiation in nNOS�/�

mice becomes independent from NO
formation. Additionally, a nonspecific
antiepileptic effect of 7-NI and PTIO can
be excluded.

Thus, nNOS deficiency in mice is asso-
ciated with a decrease in seizure suscepti-
bility, indicating that nNOS-mediated NO
formation is crucial for both SLE initiation
and regularity of recurrent SLEs in the
mouse entorhinal cortex.

Discussion
Our main finding is that an elevated level
of endogenous NO is crucial for the ini-
tiation of SLEs in brain slice prepara-
tions. NO formation contributes to the enhancement of syn-
aptic activity under low-Mg 2� condition. This might provide
a positive feedback for seizure initiation because the NO level
increased already during the latent phase of epileptiform ac-
tivity. This positive feedback represents a general mechanism
because it was evident in different rodent species, prepara-
tions, and limbic structures.

Sources of endogenous NO formation in slice preparations
Both, eNOS and nNOS are expressed in acute slices from mice
and also in slice cultures from rats (Keynes et al., 2004; Duport
and Garthwaite, 2005). In our hands, nNOS-positive neurons,
which likely represent a subpopulation of interneurons, were
present in all areas of the hippocampus; the highest density was
found in area CA3 and the DG that are critically involved in

Figure 7. Characterization of SLEs in hippocampal entorhinal cortex slices from wild-type and nNOS�/� mice. A, Represen-
tative traces depicting SLE-associated changes in field potential and [K �]o in slices from wild-type (top 2 traces) and nNOS�/�

(bottom 4 traces) mice. SLEs of similar lengths and amplitudes recurred regularly in slices from wild-type mice. In contrast, SLE
interval and the amplitude of the accompanied changes in [K �]o were more variable in slices from nNOS�/� mice. The SD of the
SLE interval was significantly higher in slices from nNOS�/� mice compared with wild type. Arrows mark transition from recurrent
SLEs to clonic discharges and vice versa. B, Characteristics of typical SLEs in slices from wild-type (top traces) and nNOS�/�

(bottom traces) mice at a shorter timescale. Note the presence of intermittent SLEs lacking of the DC shift between regular SLEs in
the example trace from nNOS�/� mice. Representative traces depicting SLE-associated changes in field potential and [K �]o in a
slice from nNOS�/� mice in the presence of 7-NI and PTIO. Note that SLE characteristics in NO-deprived slices were similar to the
SLEs in slices without 7-NI and PTIO, indicating that SLE initiation is independent on NO in nNOS�/� mice. fp, Field potential.
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seizure initiation (Dzhala and Staley, 2003). Although the num-
ber of neurons was relatively low, the massive nNOS-positive
fiber network suggested that these neurons modulate synaptic
activity over a large area (Ding et al., 2004). Indeed, the NO
adduct of both DAF-fm and DAQ were rather homogeneously
distributed within a given hippocampal layer. Moreover, the rate
of NO formation was higher in stratum radiatum than in stratum
pyramidale, which might reflect that the fiber network is the pri-
mary source of NO. At present, we cannot exclude that eNOS also
contributes to NO formation in slice cultures. However, we ob-
served DAF-fm accumulation in vascular structures containing
eNOS (Keynes et al., 2004) only after more than 2 h of incubation
with the fluorescent probe (R. Kovács and O. Kann, unpublished
observation). The presence of DAF-fm in microglial cells might
rather represent phagocytosis of dye particles than NO formation
by iNOS (Fig. 2C, arrowheads), whose expression is upregulated
only under exceptional conditions in rat slice cultures (Duport
and Garthwaite, 2005). Comparing the effects of nNOS and iNOS
inhibitors in mouse entorhinal cortex slices further strengthened
the evidence that nNOS is the primary source of enhanced NO
formation during epileptiform activity. Because the subtype
specificity of NOS inhibitors is often a matter of debate (Alderton
et al., 2001), we also examined SLE initiation in acute slices from
nNOS�/� mice. Here we demonstrated an increased threshold
for SLE initiation and irregular patterns of epileptiform activity.
Therefore, we conclude that the increase in NO formation during
epileptiform activity in limbic structures is mediated by nNOS.
This conclusion is likely not restricted to the low-Mg 2� model of
epilepsy because increased NO formation has been also demon-
strated in epilepsy models in vivo (Kaneko et al., 2002; Gupta and
Dettbarn, 2003; Kato et al., 2005). Thus, enhancement of NO forma-
tion might provide a general mechanism for seizure initiation.

Targets of endogenous NO in slice preparations
We provide evidence that there is a tonic formation of endoge-
nous NO in slice cultures, which increases synaptic transmission
because pharmacological NO deprivation decreased the IPSC
and EPSC frequency in normal ACSF. Strikingly, under low-
Mg 2� condition, the enhanced NO formation contributes to the
increase of both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic transmission.
This is in line with previous reports demonstrating that NO in-
terferes with both glutamatergic (Prast et al., 1998) and GABAer-
gic (Wall, 2003) neurotransmission and influences neurotrans-
mitter release depending on the type of synapse (Meffert et al.,
1996; Mironov and Langohr, 2007; Wang et al., 2007). NO in-
creases the release of glutamate by modulating presynaptic
N-type Ca 2� channels (Huang et al., 2003) and the release of
GABA by an elevation of the intracellular Ca 2� concentration via
cyclic adenosine diphosphate ribose/ryanodine-sensitive stores
(Wang et al., 2006). The increase in transmitter release might also
be related to NO-mediated acceleration of recycling of synaptic
vesicles (Micheva et al., 2003). The aforementioned mechanisms
involve the sGC/cGMP signal transduction pathway. In our
study, however, the sGC inhibitor ODQ (10 �M) did not mimic
the effects of NO deprivation. The slight effect of ODQ at higher
concentration (50 �M) might represent unspecific interactions
with other hem-proteins (Feelisch et al., 1999). Thus, the effect of
NO on SLE initiation has to be mediated by alternative mecha-
nisms. Likely candidates are ADP ribosylation or S-nitrosylation
of proteins as well as other oxidative actions of NO or its deriva-
tives that result from the reaction with superoxide (Schuman et
al., 1994; Kleppisch et al., 1999; Trabace and Kendrick, 2000;
Jaffrey et al., 2001). Such actions might be particularly important

under epileptic conditions when superoxide formation is also
enhanced (Kovács et al., 2002). This also explains the inability of
cPTIO to prevent SLE initiation, because the reaction of NO with
cPTIO results in formation of NO2 radical, which is still able to
nitrosylate proteins (Goldstein et al., 2003).

There are several mechanisms by which S-nitrosylation might
increase synaptic activity: (1) activation of the L-type Ca 2� chan-
nels (Tjong et al., 2007), (2) enhanced surface expression of
AMPA receptors (Huang et al., 2005), (3) activation of persistent
sodium current in hippocampal neurons (Hammarström and
Gage, 1999), or (4) increased glutamate release via action on
presynaptic proteins (Meffert et al., 1996). Moreover,
S-nitrosylation might cause significant inhibition of mitochon-
drial complex I activity, which has been proposed to play a crucial
role in epilepsy (Kunz et al., 2000).

Effects of endogenous NO on SLE initiation
Based on in vivo data, NO was postulated to be either proepileptic
or antiepileptic (Wojtal et al., 2003). Broad-spectrum NOS inhib-
itors aggravated kainic acid-induced seizures, which was likely
mediated by eNOS (Kato et al., 2005), and, in contrast, seizures
were attenuated by nNOS inhibition (Yasuda et al., 2001). In-
creased nNOS activity was observed during the prodromal period
of picrotoxin-induced seizures in the rat hippocampus. Pretreat-
ment with 7-NI delayed the onset of the status epilepticus and was
associated with a decrease in the activity of nNOS (Rajasekaran et
al., 2003). NOS inhibitors increased whereas an NO donor de-
creased the antiepileptic effect of adenosine in the pentylenetet-
razol model of epilepsy (Akula et al., 2008). Interestingly,
L-NAME and 7-NI were equally effective, whereas aminoguani-
dine was not. However, the interpretation of in vivo data is diffi-
cult because of the complex effects of NO on cerebral blood flow
and thus tissue oxygenation. In our model, in which these effects
were absent, endogenous NO was clearly proepileptic regardless
of animal species and type of preparation. Interestingly, NO ex-
erted its effect already during the latent phase under low-Mg 2�

condition and was less crucial for the maintenance of SLEs. We
propose that enhanced NO formation induces long-lasting
changes in synaptic transmission that cannot be revoked once
SLEs have been initiated. Interestingly, the induction of certain
forms of synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus is NO mediated
by recruiting sGC-dependent (Bon and Garthwaite, 2003; Hop-
per and Garthwaite, 2006) or sGC-independent (Schuman et al.,
1994; Kleppisch et al., 1999; Stanton et al., 2005) mechanisms.
Thus, it is likely that long-term enhancement of synaptic trans-
mission during the latent phase of epileptiform activity also facil-
itates SLE initiation. It is noteworthy that interictal activity was
still present in NO-deprived slice cultures, suggesting that NO
influences the entrainment of dynamically coupled oscillators
rather than the pacemaker activity itself. This is in line with the
concept that freely diffusible NO is a good candidate for increas-
ing synchrony of adjacent ensembles of pyramidal neurons
(Dzhala and Staley, 2003; Ledo et al., 2005; Derchansky et al.,
2006). SLE initiation might involve selective activation of certain
interneuron populations, as suggested in human temporal lobe
epilepsy (Wendling et al., 2005). Accordingly, the NO-mediated
increase in IPSC frequency under low-Mg 2� condition might
significantly contribute to SLE initiation.

The occurrence of SLEs in 64% of the slices from nNOS�/�

mice might indicate alternative sources of NO formation. The
nNOS gene product exists in two catalytically active splice vari-
ants, nNOS� and nNOS�, contributing to 90 and 10% of NO
formation, respectively. In nNOS�/� mice, nNOS� activity is
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absent, whereas the expression of nNOS� is upregulated (Elias-
son et al., 1997). Alternatively, eNOS might partially compensate
for certain effects of nNOS deletion (O’Dell et al., 1994). How-
ever, in a subset of slices, SLEs still occurred despite pharmaco-
logical NO deprivation, indicating that SLE initiation becomes
independent on NO in slices from nNOS�/� mice. However,
prolonged onset latency and the high variability of SLE intervals
implies that synchrony is decreased and the number of SLE gen-
erator sites is increased in the absence of nNOS activity (Tsau et
al., 1999).

Long-term effects of NO in epilepsy
We propose that NO-dependent enhancement of synaptic trans-
mission is a key promoting factor for the initiation of seizures.
Additionally, NO might exert long-term effects in epilepsy. NO-
dependent inhibition of mitochondrial electron transport chain
activity (Brown, 2001), disruption of the mitochondrial networks
(Yuan et al., 2007), and blockade of mitochondrial trafficking
(Rintoul et al., 2006) might contribute to the metabolic impair-
ment as described for the epileptic hippocampus (Kunz et al.,
2000; Kann et al., 2005). In the presence of superoxide, NO gives
rise to highly toxic peroxynitrite, thus contributing to free
radical-mediated damage after long-lasting epileptic activity
(Kovács et al., 2002; Patel, 2004).
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